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REMOTE PROCEDURE CALL In distributed computing, a remote procedure call (RPC) is when a computer program causes a procedure (subroutine) to execute in another address space (commonly on another computer on a shared network), which is coded as if it were a normal (local) procedure call, without the programmer explicitly coding the details for the remote interaction.



This is a form of client–server interaction (caller is client, executor is server), typically implemented via a request–response message-passing system.



The object-oriented programming analogy is remote method invocation (RMI).



The RPC model implies a level of location transparency.



RPCs are a form of inter-process communication (IPC), in that different processes have different address spaces: if on the same host machine, they have distinct virtual address spaces, even though the physical address space is the same; while if they are on different hosts, the physical address space is different. Many different (often incompatible) technologies have been used to implement the concept.



RMI



The Java Remote Method Invocation (Java RMI) is a Java API that performs remote method invocation, the object-oriented equivalent of remote procedure calls (RPC), with support for direct transfer of serialized Java classes and distributed garbage-collection.



Remote method invocation(RMI) allow a java object to invoke method on an object running on another machine. RMI provide remote communication between java program. RMI is used for building distributed application.



Concept of RMI application A RMI application can be divided into two part, Client program Server program.



A Server program creates some remote object, make their references available for the client to invoke method on it.



A Clientprogram make request for remote objects on server and invoke method them. Stub and Skeleton are two important object used for communication with remote object.



on



Stub and Skeleton Stub act as a gateway for Client program. It resides on Client side and communicate with Skeleton object.



It establish the connection between remote object and transmit request to it.



Skeleton object resides on server program. It is responsible for passing request from Stub to remote object.



Stubs and Skeletons



RMI uses a standard mechanism (employed in RPC systems) for communicating with remote objects: stubs and skeletons.



A stub for a remote object acts as a client's local representative or proxy for the remote object.



The caller invokes a method on the local stub which is responsible for carrying out the method call on the remote object.



In RMI, a stub for a remote object implements the same set of remote interfaces that a remote object implements. When a stub's method is invoked, it does the following: 



initiates a connection with the remote JVM containing the remote object,







marshals (writes and transmits) the parameters to the remote JVM,







waits for the result of the method invocation,







unmarshals (reads) the return value or exception returned, and







returns the value to the caller.



The stub hides the serialization of parameters and the network-level communication in order to present a simple invocation mechanism to the caller. In the remote JVM, each remote object may have a corresponding skeleton (in Java 2 platformonly environments, skeletons are not required). The skeleton is responsible for dispatching the call to the actual remote object implementation. When a skeleton receives an incoming method invocation it does the following: 



unmarshals (reads) the parameters for the remote method,







invokes the method on the actual remote object implementation, and







marshals (writes and transmits) the result (return value or exception) to the caller.



Garbage Collection of Remote Object



In a distributed system, just as in the local system, it is desirable to automatically delete those remote objects that are no longer referenced by any client.



This frees the programmer from needing to keep track of the remote objects' clients so that it can terminate appropriately.



RMI uses a reference-counting garbage collection algorithm.



To accomplish reference-counting garbage collection, the RMI runtime keeps track of all live references within each Java virtual machine.



When a live reference enters a Java virtual machine, its reference count is incremented.



The first reference to an object sends a "referenced" message to the server for the object.



As live references are found to be unreferenced in the local virtual machine, the count is decremented.



When the last reference has been discarded, an unreferenced message is sent to the server.



Many subtleties exist in the protocol; most of these are related to maintaining the ordering of referenced and unreferenced messages in order to ensure that the object is not prematurely collected.



When a remote object is not referenced by any client, the RMI runtime refers to it using a weak reference.



The weak reference allows the Java virtual machine's garbage collector to discard the object if no other local references to the object exist.



The distributed garbage collection algorithm interacts with the local Java virtual machine's garbage collector in the usual ways by holding normal or weak references to objects.



As long as a local reference to a remote object exists, it cannot be garbage-collected and it can be passed in remote calls or returned to clients.



Remote objects are only collected when no more references, either local or remote, still exist.



Note that if a network partition exists between a client and a remote server object, it is possible that premature collection of the remote object will occur (since the transport might believe that the client crashed).



Because of the possibility of premature collection, remote references cannot guarantee referential integrity; in other words, it is always possible that a remote reference may in fact not refer to an existing object.



An attempt to use such a reference will generate aRemoteException which must be handled by the application.



Dynamic Class Loading RMI allows parameters, return values and exceptions passed in RMI calls to be any object that is serializable.



serialization is the process of translating data structures or object state into a format that can be stored (for example, in a file or memory buffer) or transmitted (for example, across a network connection link) and reconstructed later (possibly in a different computer environment).[1] When the resulting series of bits is reread according to the serialization format, it can be used to create a semantically identical clone of the original object. For many complex objects, such as those that make extensive use of references,



Uses 



A method of transferring data through the wires (messaging).







A method of storing data (in databases, on hard disk drives).







A method of remote procedure calls, e.g., as in SOAP.







A method for distributing objects, especially in component-based software engineering such







as COM, CORBA, etc.







A method for detecting changes in time-varying data.



RMI uses the object serialization mechanism to transmit data from one virtual machine to another and also annotates the call stream with the appropriate location information so that the class definition files can be loaded at the receiver.



When parameters and return values for a remote method invocation are unmarshalled to become live objects in the receiving JVM, class definitions are required for all of the types of objects in the stream.



The unmarshalling process first attempts to resolve classes by name in its local class loading context (the context class loader of the current thread).



RMI also provides a facility for dynamically loading the class definitions for the actual types of objects passed as parameters and return values for remote method invocations from network locations specified by the transmitting endpoint.



This includes the dynamic downloading of remote stub classes corresponding to particular remote object implementation classes (and used to contain remote references) as well as any other type that is passed by value in RMI calls, such as the subclass of a declared parameter type, that is not already available in the class loading context of the unmarshalling side. To support dynamic class loading, the RMI runtime uses special subclasses of java.io.ObjectOutputStream and java.io.ObjectInputStream for the marshal streams that it uses for marshalling and unmarshalling RMI parameters and return values.



The UnicastRemoteObject Class



The class java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject provides support for creating and exporting remote objects.



The class implements a remote server object with the following characteristics: 



References to such objects are valid only for, at most, the life of the process that creates the remote object.







Communication with the remote object uses a TCP transport.







Invocations, parameters, and results use a stream protocol for communicating between client and server.



RMI Transport Protocol The wire format for RMI is represented by a Stream.



The terminology adopted here reflects a client perspective.



Out refers to output messages and In refers to input messages.



The contents of the transport header are not formatted using object serialization. Stream: Out In The input and output streams used by RMI are paired. Each Out stream has a corresponding In stream. An Out stream in the grammar maps to the output stream of a socket (from the client's perspective). An In stream (in the grammar) is paired with the corresponding socket's input stream. Since output and input streams are paired, the only header information needed on an input stream is an acknowledgment as to whether the protocol is understood; other header information (such as the magic number and version number) can be implied by the context of stream pairing .



Format of an Output Stream An output stream in RMI consists of transport Header information followed by a sequence of Messages. Alternatively, an output stream can contain an invocation embedded in the HTTP protocol. Out: Header Messages HttpMessage



Format of an Input Stream There are currently three types of input messages: ReturnData, HttpReturn and PingAck. ReturnData is the result of a "normal" RMI call. An HttpReturn is a return result from an invocation embedded in the HTTP protocol. A PingAck is the acknowledgment for a Ping message. In:



ProtocolAck Returns ProtocolNotSupported HttpReturn



Exceptions During Remote Object Export When a remote object class is created that extends UnicastRemoteObject, the object is exported, meaning it can receive calls from external Java virtual machines and can be passed in an RMI call as either a parameter or return value. An object can either be exported on an anonymous port or on a specified port. For objects not extended from UnicastRemoteObject, the java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject.exportObject method is used to explicitly export the object. Exception java.rmi.StubNotFoundException



Context Class of stub not found. Name collision with class of same name as stub causes one of these errors:  



Stub can't be instantiated Stub not of correct class



Bad URL due to wrong codebase. Stub not of correct class. java.rmi.server.SkeletonNotFoundException Class of skeleton not found. Name collision with class of same name as skeleton causes one of these errors:  



Skeleton can't be instantiated Skeleton not of correct class



Bad URL due to wrong codebase. Skeleton not of correct class. java.rmi.server.ExportException



The port is in use by another VM.



Exceptions During RMI Call



Exception



Context



java.rmi.UnknownHostException



Unknown host.



java.rmi.ConnectException



Connection refused to host.



java.rmi.ConnectIOException



I/O error creating connection.



java.rmi.MarshalException



I/O error marshaling transport header, marshaling call header, or marshaling arguments.



java.rmi.NoSuchObjectException



Attempt to invoke a method on an object that is no longer available.



java.rmi.StubNotFoundException



Remote object not exported.



java.rmi.activation.ActivateFailedException



Thrown by RMI runtime when activation fails during a remote call to an activatable object



Creating a Simple RMI application involves following steps   



Define a remote interface. Implementing remote interface. create and start remote application







create and start client application



Define a remote interface A remote interface specifies the methods that can be invoked remotely by a client. Clients program communicate to remote interfaces, not to classes implementing it. To be a remote interface, a interface must extend the Remote interface of java.rmi package. import java.rmi.*; public interface AddServerInterface extends Remote { public int sum(int a,int b); }



Implementation of remote interface For implementation of remote interface, a class must either extend UnicastRemoteObject or use exportObject() method of UnicastRemoteObject class. import java.rmi.*; import java.rmi.server.*; public class Adder extends UnicastRemoteObject implements AddServerInterface { Adder()throws RemoteException{ super(); } public int sum(int a,int b) { return a+b; } }



Create AddServer and host rmi service You need to create a server application and host rmi service Adder in it. This is done using rebind()method of java.rmi.Naming class. rebind() method take two arguments, first represent the name of the object reference and second argument is reference to instance of Adder



import java.rmi.*; import java.rmi.registry.*; public class AddServer{ public static void main(String args[]){ try{ AddServerInterface addService=new Adder(); Naming.rebind("AddService",addService); //addService object is hosted with name AddService.



}catch(Exception e){System.out.println(e);} } }



Create client application Client application contains a java program that invokes the lookup() method of the Naming class. This method accepts one argument, the rmi URL and returns a reference to an object of typeAddServerInterface. All remote method invocation is done on this object.
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